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Instead of having our Orthodox Bishops warning us about what is really happening in the world we
get non Orthodox sites to warn us about the impending danger? Unfortunately they are there to
betray. Here is what we find on the "The American Dream" website:
Quotes:
During that same ecumenical meeting, Pope Francis also made it a point to state that he feels
“close” to those that belong “to any religious tradition”… In this, we feel close even to all those men
and women who, whilst not recognizing themselves belonging to any religious tradition, feel
themselves nevertheless to be in search of truth, goodness and beauty, this truth, goodness and
beauty of God, and who are our precious allies in efforts to defend the dignity of man, in building a
peaceful coexistence among peoples and in guarding Creation carefully.
In particular, he seems quite interested in improving relations with the Orthodox churches of the
east… Before his address, the pope had a private meeting with Ecumenical Patriarch
Bartholomew from Istanbul, who attended Francis’s inaugural Mass on Tuesday. It was the first
time the spiritual head of Orthodox Christians had attended a Roman pope’s inaugural Mass since
the Great Schism between western and eastern Christianity in 1054. At Wednesday’s meeting,
Francis called Bartholomew “my brother Andrew,” a reference to the apostle who was the
brother of St. Peter and was the first bishop of the Church of Byzantium. Francis also held a
private session with Metropolitan Hilarion, the foreign minister of the Russian Orthodox
Church, the largest in the Orthodox world.
Also Pope Francis has a reputation for being a cleric that really “knows Islam“…
Sumer Noufouri, secretary-general of the Islamic Center of the Republic of Argentina, told the
Buenos Aires Herald that the new pope is a “respectful, pro-dialogue person who knows Islam.”
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